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Introduction
This investigation builds from a Twitter network take-down announced on 8 October and attributed by Twitter as an
Iranian state-linked information operation. Just over 100 accounts were suspended for violations of Twitter’s platform
manipulation policies. Subsequently, datasets were made available to the public through Twitter’s state-linked
information operations archive.
A review of the data shows that accounts linked to the removed network are still active on Twitter and are using images
of staff employed by UK media organisations, activists or stock photos. These accounts are amplifying content shared
by others in the network, as well as articles posted by news agencies. The accounts follow each other to boost follower
numbers, which helps provide a veneer of authenticity.
The accounts appear to be promoting specific narratives, including:
•

how countries such as the UK are ‘mishandling’ coronavirus

•

the Black Lives Matter movement

•

US politics.

This case study provides an overview of how to extrapolate from Twitter’s take-down dataset to identify persistent
accounts on the periphery of the network. It provides observations on the operating mechanisms and impact of the
cluster of accounts, characterising their traits as activist, media and hobbyist personas. The purpose of the case study is
to provide a guide on how to use transparency datasets as a means of identifying ongoing inauthentic activity.
Social media platforms have announced previous takedowns of Iranian attempts at influence and propaganda.1 In the
past, there have been much larger, cross-platform take-downs of networks on Twitter and Facebook operating around
the world, including in the US, the UK, India, Indonesia, Israel, Europe, the Middle East and North Africa.2

Iranian influence operations
Iran has emerged as a persistent and at times highly capable actor in the online disinformation space, supported
by a significant cyber operations and propaganda apparatus.3 Although inauthentic and covert influence linked to
Iran is likely to date back years, the first significant attribution of state-linked Iranian operations was made in August
2018, when cybersecurity company FireEye exposed a network of news sites and social media accounts that FireEye
determined to be inauthentic and aimed at influencing international audiences.
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That exposure from more than two years ago bears notable similarities with the case study discussed in this report. It included
a network of social media accounts in multiple languages posing as journalists and media figures and ‘satellite’ social media
promoters posing as real American users. It also had a similar focus on politically charged topics and themes of the day,
promoting positions in support of broader Iranian interests.
2018 Iran network

2020 Iran network

Multiple languages

English and Arabic languages

Posing as media figures

Posing as media figures

Amplifiers posing as real American users

Amplifiers posing as users with hobbies

Focus on politically charged topics

Focus on politically charged topics
Copying profile bios from other Twitter users
Copying profile images of other Twitter users
Using profile images from stock photo sites
Accounts created in batches on specific dates

Unlike the 2018 FireEye investigation—in which the network was accompanied by a series of fake news sites that laundered
pro-regime narratives—the 2020 network instead typically amplified legitimate media coverage of events in the US, such as the
Black Lives Matter protests and the ongoing Covid-19 crisis.
A preference for creating disinformation websites was also highlighted when the US Justice Department announced the
seizure of 92 websites linked to Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps on 7 October 2020. The department announced the
seizure of a further 27 website domains linked to the Revolutionary Guard on 4 November 2020 for their role in a global covert
influence campaign.
The themes of the most recent Twitter take-down align with previous attempts by pro-Iranian influence operations in 2020 to
promote disinformation about Covid-19, particularly the conspiracy theory that the disease was created by the US Government.
Iran’s willingness and intent to interfere in US elections are growing. In August 2020, US intelligence officials identified Iran as a
foreign threat that aimed to ‘undermine US democratic institutions’ ahead of the November presidential election, along with
China and Russia. They concluded that Iran would use social media disinformation and recirculate anti-US content.
Then, on 21 October, US Director of National Intelligence John Ratcliffe announced that Iranian actors had sought to influence
the election. In one instance, spoofed threatening emails from the far-right group Proud Boys were sent to US voters. The emails
claimed that Proud Boys would ‘come after’ voters who did not vote for Trump. The operation was extraordinarily sloppy and
included an insufficiently blurred video of the perpetrator’s computer screens, reportedly allowing for rapid attribution of the
operation to Iran.
The video was also reportedly amplified on Twitter by two accounts that sought to get the attention of media and journalists and
to spread rumours that the voting system had been hacked (there’s no indication of that, and the voter registration information
used in the email campaign may have been obtained through public sources).
Furthermore, on 5 November 2020, Facebook suspended multiple networks of coordinated inauthentic activity linked to Iranian
influence operations targeting the US, Israel, Iraq and Afghanistan.
To date, more than 8,000 inauthentic accounts have been attributed by Twitter to Iranian-linked actors. Nevertheless, it remains
difficult to assess whether such operations have taken place at the behest of the government. In addition, Twitter’s take-down
efforts don’t always find the entire network and so the true number of inauthentic accounts is likely to be higher, as the undetected
accounts in this case study help demonstrate.
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Aim and methodology
The aim of this report is not to measure the impact of the Iranian Twitter network or to focus on attribution. It instead attempts to
provide a case study of how platform transparency reports can be used to identify further activity linked to existing, new or old
influence campaigns.
Where possible, this research relies on straightforward technical methods. In previous network investigations and visualisations,
I’ve described more advanced technical skills that require an understanding of Python scripting and network visualisation
algorithms. This case study is less reliant on such tools and is pitched at a more accessible level that researchers with all ranges
of experience can work with.
The key techniques used to conduct this research are:
•

image-reverse search with Google Images and Yandex

•

using archives from the Wayback Machine and Google Cache

•

assessing account creation dates using the page sources4

•

using Twitter’s auto-recommendation feature for network suggestions

•

creating metric graphs from Twitter accounts using SocialBearing

•

assessing content by cross-referencing with news agency source sites

•

Google Translate plug-in for tweets and content in Arabic.

This case study focuses on Twitter’s archive of state-linked information operations. Datasets in the archive can be accessed
through that page, which requires an email address for verification.

Impact assessment of the network removed by Twitter
Twitter’s assessment of the network was that it:
artificially amplified conversations on politically sensitive topics, including Black Lives Matter (BLM), the murder of
George Floyd, and other issues of racial and social justice in the United States.
The platform suspended a total of 104 accounts connected with the campaign. The Stanford Internet Observatory analysed the
campaign and found the network had ‘compromised real accounts to tweet Black Lives Matter content, and additionally created
fake accounts with bios stolen from other real accounts on Twitter.’
In this specific case study, the new network of accounts we investigated is low in impact and size in comparison to other
inauthentic networks. The network appears to be operating in an echo chamber in which only inauthentic accounts support
each other by amplifying posts or by following each other to give the illusion of legitimacy.
A subset of accounts that copy real personas appears to have been made in January and February 2020, primarily February.
The accounts that I refer to as ‘hobby fanatics’ (for reasons explained below) and the accounts in the network that primarily
have output in Arabic were mostly created on 22 March.

Steps taken to identify the new accounts
Twitter’s takedown announcement can be found here, and the dataset can be accessed through an email verification agreement.
The information operations datasets in Twitter’s archive are detailed, and some entries are anonymised for the purpose of
protecting the privacy of accounts that were used without permission in the campaign. That can occur if accounts are stolen
or hijacked.
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While much of the data was hashed (algorithmically encrypted prior to public release) for that reason, there are some details still
available in the dataset that spiked my curiosity. Specifically, a list of accounts had their locations set as either ‘United Kingdom’
or ‘London’ and had bio entries detailing job roles such as editor, journalist, columnist, Labour councillor and school teacher,
for example:

Because I’m also a London-based BBC employee, my attention was drawn to a bio that read: ‘Journalist, broadcaster & moderator.
Reporting for Skye international broadcaster @ITVnews (@ITN) plus @BBCworld & @AJEnglish’. I ran a Google Search for that
specific entry to see what was online. Here’s the result:

As a recent deletion, the account appears to still have search results stored in a Google cache, and it provides a Twitter handle
for further research. The suspended account name is @FreyaSimmons. Any accounts that have replied to that account are still
retrievable on Twitter by searching for the original account name, as seen below. Identifying which accounts replied to
@FreyaSimmons can help to identify other accounts that are potentially linked to the network.
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Many of the accounts that replied to @FreyaSimmons uploaded a video using the same text in Arabic. Searching on Twitter for that
text yields countless results of the video posted by various accounts. Sometimes the same account posted the video several times.
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This was how I discovered further accounts linked to the network removed by Twitter. The existence of accounts that replied to
@FreyaSimmons with the exact same video and tweet text suggests a coordinated effort to boost a message.
Building on those findings, I noticed that many of the accounts that tweeted the video had a similar number of accounts that they
followed and accounts following them.
This led me to suspect that this Twitter network might be entirely composed of associated fake accounts. To confirm that theory,
I took a look at three accounts and examined their followers.
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There are alternative ways to scrape follower lists in Python, but this list was generated manually. There are large numbers of
similarities in the accounts each account was following in this network, so I started looking through to see whether other accounts
were authentic or fake. Below, I go into detail on each of the individual accounts and the signs that indicated they were inauthentic
accounts: specifically, fake profile pictures and content repeated over the network to amplify specific messages.
While making my way through the network, Twitter’s auto-suggestion feature recommended that I ‘connect’ with other fake
accounts in the network. To find out whether those accounts were in the same network, I conducted a three-step process:
1. I examined each account and compared the following and follower lists to see whether they primarily followed only accounts in
the network.
2. I checked whether the content being posted was either the same, or similar, with retweets from other accounts present in
the network.
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3. I identified the authenticity of the account by taking a look at the following elements:
a. whether the profile photo was taken from images available online, such as stock images
b. whether the account had a similar bio to others in the network
c. whether a username could have been created with a website that generates strings of a name and numerical
digits more commonly used for password generation.
This is an illustrative list:

This process was useful, as it allowed me to collect accounts in the network that were also posting in different languages,
which I would not have discovered if not for the automated recommendation feature built in by Twitter.
Once I had gathered a suitable list of accounts to analyse, I commenced a process of image-reverse searching their profile
images, assessing the content being posted, checking the account creation dates and checking posting times.
Again, while much of this can be automated, I will explain how to do this using less technical means.
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The activist and media personas
The first accounts that struck my curiosity at the commencement of this research were accounts purporting to be UK journalists
or activists. It appears that the posts were designed to promote debate and discussion on specific topics: the US Government’s
handling of coronavirus, US politics and protests related to race.
This first account, in this case, is @ScottBrookes9:

A reverse image search identifies that the profile picture of this account is taken from the account of another Twitter user—
an authentic account belonging to a professor at Imperial College London (to avoid invading his privacy, that account won’t be
identified here).
The @ScottBrookes9 account also appears to have copied its bio from Greg Jenner, the historian, author and podcaster.
As Jenner is a public figure, we’re able to include a screenshot of his account below.
The combination of copied profile picture and copied biography strongly suggests that this account is fake.

My next step was to identify the followers of @ScottBrookes9. Many of them are accounts that were initially identified as reposting
the video discussed above, using the same text, while others have ‘coffee’ and ‘fanatic’ in their profile bios.
To be clear: having inauthentic followers doesn’t necessarily suggest that an account is inauthentic, but instead indicates that an
account may require further verification.
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@ScottBrookes9 posts on a variety of issues, primarily tweeting links to CNN, New York Times and Wall Street Journal articles.
However, most of the content is related to Covid-19 or the Black Lives Matter movement.
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Examples of coronavirus content include the following:

Examples of the Black Lives Matter content can be seen below:
Another account also flagged in the same network, and which shares a mutual follower with @ScottBrookes9, was
@AaronSh64013385. This account’s bio is ‘Retired university manager / UCU activist. Love all aspects of education.
Corbyn Labour. IndiCurious. WRC Elfyn Evans fan TW= my view RT= interesting/provocative’:

The profile picture has again been taken from another Twitter account—@KevinPascoe (also a public figure). The bio also appears
to have been copied from @KevinPascoe’s former bio, which has since changed but is still visible in Google’s cache. It may be that
this is a cheap approach to cloning accounts with realistic-appearing biographical information.
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This account shared content similar to that of @ScottBrookes9, but with a much heavier emphasis on Covid-19 content:
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Another account, by the username @CoreyBa73874479, claimed to have previously worked for BBC Earth:

That account uses the profile picture of another individual’s account. That individual is not a public figure, and to protect their
privacy will not be identified here.
The bio for this account appears to have been copied from a previous bio for producer Laura Howard, which has since changed but
is still visible in Google Cache:

@CoreyBa73874479 posted about a diverse mix of themes. While still focusing on Covid-19 and the Black Lives Matter movement,
there were also a number of posts on the US election and UK politics, random posts in Arabic, and engagement with a tweet from
Indian Prime Minister Modi.
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The fanatic personas
UK media workers and activists were just some of the identities this network assumed. Another identity is one I’ve dubbed the
‘fanatics’, due to the combinations of a subject and fanatic or any word to describe a specialist, which are commonly seen in the
profile bios of these accounts.
The accounts below are part of the network and display this common trait. In almost all cases, all accounts in the network also
made their last post on 13 July (seen in red), the followers ranged between 50 and 60 on average (yellow), and the bio always
used two specific types of words as a describer, such as ‘coffee ninja’, ‘beer trailblazer’ or any iteration of hobbies or passions and
buzzword descriptions:
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While the profile images of accounts alone can’t be used as a measure of authenticity, identifying where those images come
from helps to establish a pattern, as many of the ‘fanatic’ accounts used images that were available on royalty-free stock
photo websites:

The ‘fanatic’ bios may have been drawn from freely available resources intended to generate bio descriptions, such as the
‘Profile Short Bio Data set’.
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As I went through the posts of this network, it was evident that there was a sustained effort by the whole network to push a
specific message about Covid-19, which included multiple accounts tweeting the same content:

The exact message was ‘People are hoarding a heartburn drug before scientists have determined whether it can fight coronavirus’,
with the picture of a bottle of unlabelled pills. These were all posted on 30 April.
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This was a message written with the text from the Wall Street Journal in its tweet of an article about shortages of a specific drug:

There were also a number of accounts that published content in Arabic. Many of them were used as an amplifier network to boost
the follower counts of the English-language accounts.
The Arabic-language accounts displayed characteristics in common with the English-language accounts in the network, such as
profile images used from stock photo websites, similarly written profile bios, content was cross-posted throughout the network
and content that was amplified throughout the network. The content of the Arabic-language accounts was also amplifying issues
in Arabic.
A couple of examples of the accounts can be seen below. They have very similar profile bios to what was seen in the
English-language network:
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Metrics to measure the impact of the network
It appears that the network’s activities didn’t have much influence on the broader Twitter conversation about Covid-19,
Black Lives Matter and other topics it targeted.
To determine its impact, I examined:
•

the total number of tweets from accounts in the network

•

Influence metrics, based on the average number of followers of accounts in the network.

To do that, I used three accounts present in the network as a way to ‘test’ the metrics of the people who were following them
(which, as seen in this report, is primarily built up of other inauthentic accounts in the network). The statistics were achieved
through the SocialBearing analysis tool.
The accounts I analysed for this purpose were:
•

@ScottBrookes9

•

@JamesGo24078851

•

@LeahBer64982546.

Follower tweet totals
The following graphs show the total number of tweets of followers from each of the accounts I selected in the test range.
Most of the accounts in the live network have tweeted within the range of 100 to 500 times each, with some accounts posting
25–100 times each.
Follower tweet totals of @ScottBrookes9’s followers:
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Follower tweet totals of @JamesGo24078851 followers:

Follower tweet totals of @LeahBer64982546 followers:
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Influence metrics based on follower counts
One way to attempt to define the size and potential impact of a network is by looking at the number of followers the network has.
Considering that the network mostly appears to have accounts that follow only each other, the three nominated accounts in this
test allow us to look at the entirety of the network’s followers.
The average reach is as follows.
Out of @ScottBrookes9’s 46 total followers, 28 accounts had between 25 and 100 followers, and 10 had between 100 and 500:

Out of @JamesGo24078851’s 54 total followers, 41 accounts had between 25 and 100 followers, and five had between 100 and 500:
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Out of @LeahBer64982546’s 57 total followers, 38 accounts had between 25 and 100 followers, and 10 had between 100 and 500:

Concluding points
This research shows how investigating data released by social media platforms can generate new findings. Examining the data
released by Twitter helped to identify accounts disguised as UK media workers and activists posting about Covid-19, US politics
and the Black Lives Matter movement. The network included in this research, in comparison to other networks, is low in impact
and size. The accounts appear to be operating in an echo chamber in which only the fake accounts support each other through
amplifying posts or by following each other to give the illusion of legitimacy.
By looking at the metrics of the number of tweets that accounts in the network have made, and the number of followers of
accounts in the network, it’s evident that the network is small and was probably affected by the take-down announced by Twitter
of other accounts in the network. The accounts appear to be linked to a network that has already been attributed by Twitter
to Iranian operations. While there’s a strong focus on the content in this report, the research itself identifies how transparency
reports from platforms can be used to identify related existing, new or old influence campaigns and the characteristics they
might use.

Notes
1 Previous take-downs linked to Iran can be found on Twitter’s Information Operations page and Facebook’s Coordinated
Inauthentic Behaviour page.
2 Announcements and data related to other take-downs can also be found on the above two pages.
3 See, for example, the Atlantic Council’s report on Iranian digital influence efforts.
4 This approach to identifying account creation dates was used for this investigation, however Twitter appears to no longer
display account creation dates in the source code. The result can be replicated instead by using a Twitter account creation date
site built off the Twitter API such as: http://www.twitterjoindate.com/.
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